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STABILITY OF THE OPTIMAL FILTER IN CONTINUOUS TIME: BEYOND
THE BENEŠ FILTER
BUI, VAN BIEN & RUBENTHALER, SYLVAIN
Abstract. We are interested in the optimal filter in a continuous time setting. We want
to show that the optimal filter is stable with respect to its initial condition. We reduce the
problem to a discrete time setting and apply truncation techniques coming from [OR05]. Due
to the continuous time setting, we need a new technique to solve the problem. In the end, we
show that the forgetting rate is at least a power of the time t. The results can be re-used to
prove the stability in time of a numerical approximation of the optimal filter.
1. Introduction
We are given a probability space (Ω,F ,P). We are interested in the processes (Xt)t≥0, (Yt)t≥0
solutions of the following SDE’s in R








where V , W are two independent standard Brownian motions, X0 is a random variable in R, of
law π0. We set (Ft)t≥0 to be the filtration associated to (Vt,Wt). For t ≥ 0, we call optimal filter
at time t the law of Xt knowing (Ys)0≤s≤t, and we denote it by πt. Let τ > 0, this parameter
will be adjusted later. For any t > 0, we set Qt to be the transition kernel of the Markov chain
(Xkt)k≥0. We set Q = Qτ .
Hypothesis 1. We suppose that f is C1 and that ‖f‖∞, ‖f ′‖∞ are bounded by a constant M .
We suppose h ≥ 1 and τ > 1.
Remark 1.1. We make the assumption that h ≥ 1 in order to simplify bounds in the following
computations. All the results still hold with any h > 0.
We are interested in the stability of (πt)t≥0 with respect to its initial condition. As explained
below in Equation (1.2), for all t, πt can be written as a functional of (Ys)0≤s≤t and π0. Suppose
now we plug into this functional a probability π′0 instead of π0, we obtain then what is called a
“wrongly initialized filter” π′t (Equation (1.3)). One natural question is to ask wether πt−π′t −→t→+∞ 0
in any sense. We would then say that the filter (πt) is stable with respect to its initial condition.
This question has been answered for more general processes (Xt) and (Yt) evolving in continuous
time, in the cases where (Xt) stays in a compact space (see, for example [AZ97]), or not (see, for
example, [OP96], [Ata98], [Sta05, Sta06, Sta08], [CR11]). We can further classify these results as
to wether the rate of convergence is exponential or not; in the case of an exponential rate, the filter
would be called “exponentially stable” (with respect to its initial condition). The widespread idea
is that exponential stability induces that a numerical approximation of the optimal filter would
not deteriorate in time. Such an approximation is usually based on a time-recursive computation
and it is believed that exponential stability will prevent an accumulation of errors. In order to use
a stability result in a proof concerning a numerical scheme, we also need that the distance between
πt and π
′
t to be expressed in term of the distance between π0 and π
′
0, and there is no such result,
at least when the time is continuous.
Date: October 18, 2016.
Key words and phrases. filtering, signal detection, inference from stochastic processes.
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Our aim in this paper is to show exponential stability in such a way that the results can be
used in a proof that a numerical scheme remains good uniformly in time. We follow [OR05] by
introducing a “robust filter” restricted to compact spaces. We show that this filter remains close
to the optimal filter uniformly in time and this is enough to prove the stability of the optimal
filter with respect to its initial condition. As in [OR05], we do not show that the optimal filter is
exponentially stable, nor can we write the dependency in π0, π
′
0 in the stability result. However,
in a future work, we will use the stability properties of the robust filter to show that there exists
an numerical approximation that remains uniformly good in time.
In the case where f satisfies a particular differential equation, then πt is called the Beneš (see
[Ben81], [BC09]) and there exists an explicit formula for the density of πt, for all t. The study of
the Beneš filter is developed in [Oco99]. What we present here is a case in the neighborhood of
the Beneš filter.
The outline of the paper is the following. In Sections 1 and 2, we reduce the problem to a
filtering problem in discrete time in which we have a handle on the likelihoods. In Section 3,
we recall useful notions on filtering. In Section 4 and 5, we introduce the robust filter and its
properties. At the beginning of Section 5, we explain our strategy. In Section 6, we prove the
two main results: that the optimal filter can be approximated by robust filters uniformly in time
(Proposition 6.3), and that the optimal filter is stable with respect to its initial condition (Theorem
6.4).
1.1. Estimation of the transition density. Following [BC09] (Chapter 6, Section 6.1), we
introduce the process
V̂t = Vt +
∫ t
0
f(Xs)ds , t ≥ 0 .
















By Girsanov’s theorem, V̂ is a standard Brownian motion under P˜. We set F to be a primitive of



























































M |Xt −X0|+ Mt
2
))
So we have the following Lemma.
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1.2. Estimation of the likelihood. Following [BC09] (Chapter 6, Section 6.1), we define a new






















We define, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t,
Ys:t = (Yu)s≤u≤t .



































By Girsanov’s theorem, (V̂ , Y ) is a standard two-dimensional Brownian motion under P̂. So,
conditionally on X0, Xt, the law of Y0:t under P has the following density with respect to the
Wiener measure:



































































































)∣∣∣∣X0 = x0, Xt = x1, Y0:t = y0:t) .
Using the above calculations, we can write:
exp
(















M |Xt −X0|+ tM
2
)
ψ̂(Y0:t, x0, x1) .
So we have the following Lemma.
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Lemma 1.3. For all t > 0, the law of Y0:t under P and conditionally on X0, Xt has a density
denoted by y0:t 7→ ψt(y0:t, X0, Xτ ) with respect to the Wiener measure. This density satisfies, for














ψ̂t(y0:t, x, z) .
We set
ψ = ψτ , ψ̂ = ψ̂τ .
The Kallianpur-Striebel formula (see [BC09], p. 57) gives us the following result.




ϕ(y)Qt(x, dy)ψt(Y0:t, x, y)π0(dx)∫
R
Qt(x, dy)ψt(Y0:t, x, y)π0(dx)
.














, ∀t ≥ 0 .









































































































= ψt(Y0:t, X0, Xt) .
As the law of (Xs)s≥0 is the same under P or Pˇ, we get the desired result. 
For any probability law π′0 on R, we define the wrongly initialized filter (with initial condition








Qt(x, dy)ψt(Y0:t, x, y)π′0(dx)
.
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2. Computation of ψ̂
2.1. Change of measure. Under P̂, V̂ is a standard Brownian motion. So, using a standard
representation of a Brownian bridge, we can rewrite ψ̂ as













































where B is a standard Brownian motion (under P). As we want to compute the above integral,
where B is the only random variable involved, we can suppose that B is adapted to the filtration
F . We have (using the change of variable s′ = s/τ and the scaling property of the Brownian
motion)
























(x(1 − s′) + zs′ +√τ (Bs′ − s′B1))2ds
))


















By Girsanov’s theorem, under the probability Q, the process
(2.1) βt = Bt +
∫ t
0
hτBsds , ∀t ≥ 0
is a Brownian motion. We get
(2.2) ψ̂(y0:τ , x, z) = exp
(∫ 1
0














τ(Bs − sB1)dyτs − h2τ3/2
∫ 1
0
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2.2. Covariances computation. The last expectation contains an exponential of a polynomial
of degree 2 of 4 Gaussians:
G1 = B1 , G2 =
∫ 1
0
sdBs , G3 =
∫ 1
0










So this expectation can be expressed as a function of the covariance matrix of these Gaussians.
We compute here the covariances which do not depend on y0:τ . We need the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For any t > 0, for any function g : R 7→ R which is measurable with respect to the
Lebesgue measure and such that
∫ t
0 g(s)













(2.4) θ = hτ .
Proof. Under Q, B is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (see Equation (2.1)). We can write B as the
strong solution of (2.1):




eθsdβs , ∀t ≥ 0 .































































































eθ(s−t) if g(u) = 1, ∀u,(
t+ 1θ
)
eθ(s−t) − 1θ if g(u) = u, ∀u,(




eθ(s−t) − ( 2sθ + 2θ2 ) if g(u) = u2, ∀u .












































































































































































































(1 − e−θ)− 1
θ2
.
Proof. Lemma 2.1 tells us that the variablesG1, G2, G3, G4 are centered Gaussians under Q. Using















































































































































































































































































































































































































































λ1U1 +λ2U2 +λ3U3 +λ4U4
 .
(There is no mistake here, we do intend to look at the vector (G1, G3, G2, G4).) Indeed, we take
(2.6) α =
√














VarQ(G2)− a2 − b2 .





βλ1 +γλ2 = Cov
Q(G3, G4)










We observe that α, β, γ, a, b, c can be written explicitly in terms of the parameters of the problem.
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+h2τ3/2x(au1 + bu2 + cu3) +
h2τ3/2
2
(z − x)(βu1 + γu2)− h
√


















































(z − x)β − h√τλ1
]2
+ h2τ3/2x(bu2 + cu3) +
h2τ3/2
2
(z − x)γu2 − h
√































As the above expectation is finite then σ21 is well defined. We set














(z − x)β − h√τλ1
)
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+ h2τ3/2xcu3 − h
√









































Then (2.12) is equal to:




































































2.4. Asymptotic τ → +∞. From (2.2), (2.3), (2.9), (2.12), (2.15), we see that ψ̂(y0:τ , x, z) ∝
exp(P (x, z)) with P a polynomial of degree 2 in x, z (“∝” stands for “proportional to”). Let us
write −A2(θ) for the coefficient of x2 in P , −B2(θ) for the coefficient of z2 in P , C1(θ) for the
coefficient of xz in P , A1(θ) for the coefficient of x in P , B1(θ) for the coefficient of z in P and
C0(θ) for the “constant” coefficient. We will write A
y0:τ
1 (θ) = A1(y0:τ , θ) (or simply A
y0:τ
1 ), etc,
when in want of stressing the dependency in y. When there will be no ambiguity, we will drop






1 do not depend on y as it will be seen below.
We have
(2.16) ψ̂(y0:τ , x, z) = σ1σ2 exp
(−A2x2 −B2z2 +Ay0:τ1 x+By0:τ1 z + Cy0:τ1 xz + Cy0:τ0 ) .
We are interested in the limit τ → +∞, with h being fixed (or equivalently θ → +∞ with h being
fixed).






























































, ∀n ≥ 1 ,































































































































































































































































The coefficient of z2 in P is













































































The coefficient of xz in P is





















































































































Let us set, for all s ≤ t,
Ws,t = sup
(s1,s2)∈[s,t]
|Ws1 −Ws2 | , Vs,t = sup
(s1,s2)∈[s,t]
|Vs1 − Vs2 | .
Definition 2.5. Suppose we have functions f1, f2 going from some set F to R. We write
f1  f2
if there exists a constant B in R+, which does not depend on the parameters of our problem, such
that f1(z) ≤ Bf2(z), for all z in F .
In the particular case when we are dealing with functions of a parameter ∆ ∈ R , we write
f1 
∆
f2 or f1(∆) 
∆
f2(∆)
if there exists a constant B1 in R+, which does not depend on the parameters of our problem, and
a constant ∆0, which may depend on the parameters of our problem, such that
∆ ≥ ∆0 ⇒ f1(∆) ≤ B1f2(∆) .






is akin to the notation O(. . . ). It has the advantage that one can single out
which asymptotic we are studying.
If we have f1 
∆,c
f2, say for τ ≥ τ0 (τ0 > 0), then there exists a constant B1 and a continuous
function ∆0 such that, for all τ ≥ τ0 and ∆ ≥ ∆0(τ), f1(∆) ≤ B1f2(∆). In particular, for any
τ1 > τ0, if τ ∈ [τ0, τ1] and ∆ ≥ supt∈[τ0,τ1]∆0(t) then f1(∆) ≤ B1f2(∆). We then say that
f1 
∆
f2, uniformly for τ ∈ [τ0, τ1] .
We state here (without proof) useful properties concerning the above Definition.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose we have functions f , f1, f2, h1, h2.
– If f ≤ f1 + f2 and f1  f2 then f  f2.
– If f ≤ f1 + f2 and log(f1) 
∆
h1 and log(f2) 
∆






Lemma 2.7. For all k ∈ N,∣∣B1(Ykτ :(k+1)τ , θ)−B1(Y(k+1)τ :(k+2)τ , θ)∣∣ Mhτ2 + hVkτ,(k+2)τ + hWkτ,(k+2)τ ,
and
|B1(Y0:τ , θ)| Mhτ2 + hV0,2τ + hW0,2τ .
We need the following result to prove the above lemma.

















∣∣∣∣  Mτ + Vkτ,(k+1)τ +Wkτ,(k+1)τθ .
And, for all s ∈ [0, 1], ∣∣∣∣Yτs − ∫ 1
0
Yτudu
∣∣∣∣  hτ2M + hτV0,τ + hτW0,τ ,





∣∣∣∣  Mτ + V0,τ +W0,τθ .























































f(Xt)dt+ Vv − Vv+τ(u−s)dvdu
)∣∣∣∣∣+Wkτ,(k+2)τ
≤ hτ2M + hτVkτ,(k+2)τ +Wkτ,(k+2)τ ,


























































Proof of Lemma 2.7. We write the proof in the case k = 0. From (2.2), (2.15), we deduce

































For further use, we also write the formula for A1(Y0:τ , θ):
(2.36) A1(Y0:τ , θ) = h
∫ 1
0
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We have to remember here that λ1, λ2, λ3 are functions of y0:τ . So we might write λ1(y0:τ ), . . .
to stress this dependency (and the same goes for other quantities). From Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, we get
(g1, g2 defined below)














































g1(s) = Yτs −
∫ 1
0


























































































Cov(G1, G4)(Y0:τ ) ,








































= hO (θ) ,
−λ2(Y0:τ ) + θ
2αγσ21
2






































































= −2h(θ +O(1))CovQ(G1, G4)(Y0:τ ) .
We have







































− 2h(θ +O(1))CovQ(G1, G4)(Y0:τ ) + h
∫ 1
0




































And so, using Lemma 2.8, Equations (2.42), (2.43), (2.44) (as similar formulas of the ones above
are valid if we replace Y0:τ by Y0:2τ ), we get
|B1(Y0:τ , θ)−B1(Yτ :2τ , θ)|  1
τ
(hτ2M + hτV0,2τ +W0,2τ ) + hθ
(
Mτ2 + V0,2τ +W0,2τ
θ
)
 Mhτ2 + hV0,2τ + hW0,2τ .

3. Definitions and useful notions
We follow here the ideas of [OR05].
3.1. Notations. We state here notations and definitions that will be useful throughout the paper.
– The set R, R2 are endowed, respectively, with B(R), B(R2), their Borel tribes.
– The set of probability distributions on a measurable space (E,F) and the set of nonnega-
tive measures on (E,F) are denoted by P(E) andM+(E) respectively. We write C(E) for
the set of continuous function on a topological space E and C+b (E) for the set of bounded,
continuous, nonnegative functions on E.
– When applied to measures, ‖ . . . ‖ stands for the total variation norm (for µ, ν probabilities
on a measurable space (F,F), ‖µ− ν‖ = supA∈F |µ(A) − ν(A)|).





– If we have a sequence of nonnegative kernels K1, K2, . . . on some measured spaces E1,
E2, . . . (meaning that for all i ≥ 1, x ∈ Ei−1, Ki(x, .) is a nonnegative measure on Ei,







Ki+1(xi, dxi+1)Ki+2(xi+1, dxi+2) . . .Kj(xj−1, dxj) .
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– For any measurable space E and any nonnegative kernel K defined on E, we define the









for any µ ∈M+(E) such that K µ(E) 6= 0, and defined by K(µ) = 0 otherwise.
– A kernel K from a measurable space E1 into another measurable space E2 is said to be
ǫ-mixing (ǫ ∈ (0, 1)) if there exists λ in M+(E2) and ǫ1, ǫ2 > 0 such that, for all x1 in E1,
ǫ1λ(.) ≤ K(x1, .) ≤ 1
ǫ2
λ(.)with ǫ1ǫ2 = ǫ
2 .
This property implies that, for all A, µ, K(µ)(A) ≥ ǫ2λ(A). If K is Markov, this last
inequality implies that K is (1− ǫ2)-contracting in total variation (see [DG01] p. 161-162
for more details):
∀µ, ν ∈ P(E), ‖K(µ)−K(ν)‖ ≤ (1− ǫ2)‖µ− ν‖ .





If in addition, 〈µ,ψ〉 > 0, we set
ψ • µ(dv) = 1〈µ, ψ〉 × ψ(v)µ(dv) .
– For µ and µ′ in M+(E) ((E,F) being a measurable space), we say that µ and µ′ are
comparable if there exist positive constants a and b such that, for all A ∈ F ,
aµ′(A) ≤ µ(A) ≤ bµ′(A) .
We then define the Hilbert metric between µ and µ′ by






It is easily seen (see for instance [Oud00], Chapter 2) that, for any nonnegative kernal K
and any A in F ,
h(Kµ,Kµ′) ≤ h(µ, µ′) ,(3.1)
h(µ, µ′) ≤ h(µ, µ′) ,(3.2)
(3.3) exp(−h(µ, µ′)) ≤ µ(A)
µ′(A)
≤ exp(h(µ, µ′)), if µ′(A) > 0 .
In addition, we have the following relation with the total variation norm:
(3.4) ‖µ− µ′‖ ≤ 2
log(3)
h(µ, µ′) .
– We set Q˜ to be the transition of the chain (Xkτ , X(k+1)τ )k≥0.
– We write ∝ between two quantities if they are equal up to a multiplicative constant.
– For ψ : R2 → R, we write ψ(0, .) for the function such that, for all x in R, ψ(0, .)(x) =
ψ(0, x).
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We suppose here that the observation (Yt)t≥0 is fixed. For k ∈ N∗ and x, z ∈ R, we define
(3.5) ψk(x, z) = ψ(Y(k−1)τ :kτ , x, z)
(the density ψ is defined in Lemma 1.3). For x1 ∈ R, x2 ∈ R and n ∈ N∗, we introduce the
nonnegative kernel
Rn(x1, dx2) = ψn(x1, x2)Q(x1, dx2) .
Using the above notations, we now have, for all n ∈ N∗, and for all probability law π′0 (with (π′t)t≥0
defined in Equation (1.3))





and for 0 < m < n,
πnτ = RnRn−1 . . . Rm(π(m−1)τ ) , π
′
nτ = RnRn−1 . . . Rm(π
′
(m−1)τ ).
3.2. Representation of the optimal filter as the law of a Markov chain. Regardless of
the notations of the other sections, we suppose we have a Markov chain (Xn)n≥0 taking values
in measured spaces E0, E1, . . . , with nonnegative kernels Q1, Q2, . . . (it might be a non-
homogeneous Markov chain). Suppose we have potentials Ψ1 : E1 → R+, Ψ2 : E2 → R+, . . .
(measurable functions with values in R+) and a law η0 on E0. We are interested in the sequence
of probability measures (ηk)k≥1 , respectively on E1, E2, . . . , defined by








where η0 ∈ P(E0) and the index η0 means we start with X0 of law η0 . We will say that (ηk)k≥0
is a Feynman-Kac sequence on (Ek)k≥0 based on the transitions (Qk)k≥1, the potentials (Ψk)k≥1
and the initial law η0. Suppose we have another law η
′
0, we then set








If the functions Ψk’s are likelihood associated to observations of a Markov chain with transitions
Q1, Q2, . . . and initial law η0, then the measures ηk’s are optimal filters. We fix n ≥ 1. We would
like to express ηn as the marginal law of some Markov process. We will do so using ideas from
[DG01]. We set, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Rk(x, dx
′) = Ψk(x′)Qk(x, dx′) .
We suppose that, for all k, Rk is ǫk-mixing.By a simple recursion, we have, for all n,
(3.7) R1:n = RnRn−1 . . .R1 .

















From [DG01], we get the following result (a simple proof can also be found in [OR05], Proposition
3.1).
Proposition 3.1. The operators (Sn|k)0≤k≤n−1 are Markov kernels. For all k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1},
Sn|k is ǫk+1-mixing. We have
ηn = Sn|n−1Sn|n−1 . . .Sn|0(Ψn|0 • η0) ,
η′n = Sn|n−1Sn|n−1 . . .Sn|0(Ψn|0 • η′0) ,
and
‖ηn − η′n‖ ≤
∏
1≤k≤n
(1− ǫ2k)× ‖Ψn|0 • η0 −Ψn|0 • η′0‖ .
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Following the computations of [OR05], p. 434, we have, for all measurable Ψ : R2 → R+,













z∈E1 R2:n(z, En)R1(x, dz)∫
y∈E0
∫
z∈E1 R2:n(z, En)R1(y, dz)η0(dy)
(for some ǫ′1, ǫ
′′




















We introduce in this section a filter built with truncated likelihoods. We will call it truncated
filter or robust filter, the use of the adjective “robust” refers to the fact that it has stability
properties (it appears in the proof of Proposition 6.3 below).
4.1. Integrals of the potential . We are look here at ψ̂(y0:τ , x, z) for some x, z in R and a fixed
observation y0:τ between 0 and τ . All what will be said is also true for observations between kτ
and (k + 1)τ (for any k in N). From Equations (2.33), (2.35), (2.36), we see that Ay0:τ1 , B
y0:τ
1 are
polynomials of degree 1 in λ1, . . . , λ3 and that C1 does not depend on y0:τ . We fix x and z in R.
Recall that, by Equation (2.8), Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, λ1, λ2, λ3 are functions of y0:τ and that they
can be expressed as polynomials of degree 1 of integrals of deterministic functions against dyτs










z + B˜s − s
τ
B˜τ ,
where (B˜s)s≥0 is a Brownian motion, independent of W . And we can write
(4.1) AY0:τ1 = α1 +
∫ τ
0
(f1(s)dWs + f2(s)dXs) ,












, p2,1 = − C1
2B2
, p2,2 = 1 .
From now on, we suppose the following.
Hypothesis 2. We fix a parameter ι ∈ (1/2, 1). The parameters τ , h, ∆ are such that
(4.2) A2 ≥ h
4
, B2 ≥ h
4





− 6B2p2,1θ1−ι > 0 , p1,1 > 1
2
, |p2,1| ≤ 1
2
.







































First, we have to rule out the case where Ay0:τ1 and B
y0:τ
1 are colinear.
Lemma 4.1. The quantities Ay0:τ1 and B
y0:τ
1 are not colinear.
Proof. Suppose there exists λ ∈ R such that By0:τ1 = λAy0:τ1 for λW -almost all y0:τ . We have, for





















ϕ(t) exp(−A2x2 −B2z2 + C1xz + tx+ λtz)Ψ′(t)dt ,
where
Ψ′(t) = EP(exp(CW0:τ0 )|AW0:τ1 = t) .
We know the integral over the whole domain is finite (because
∫
C([0,1]) ψ(y0:τ , x, z) = 1 and because
of Lemma 1.3). We introduce Ψ′1 such that
Ψ′(t) = exp(−1
4
(t, λt)κ−1(t, λt)T )Ψ′1(t) ,
and


















(this can be deduced from the computations above Lemma 1.2). Thus, we have, for all ϕ (the first
equality being a consequence of Lemma 1.3)∫
C([0;1])
ϕ(Ay0:τ1 )ψ(y0:τ , x, z)λW (dy0:τ ) = E















∣∣∣∣X0 = x,Xτ = z)








for some Gaussian density Q′′x,z.














σ1σ2Q((t, λt)− 2(x, z)κ)Ψ′1(t) .














σ1σ2Q((t, λt)− 2(x, z)κ)Ψ′1(t) .
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with σ0, a0, b0 independent of (x, z). So, looking at the above inequalities in (x, z) = (0, 0), we
see there exists ǫ > 0 and a constant Cǫ, such that, for almost all t in (−ǫ, ǫ),
(4.10) (Cǫσ1σ2)
−1e−τ(2M+M
2) ≤ Ψ′1(t) ≤ Cǫ(σ1σ2)−1eτ(2M+M
2) .
For any t, the quantities log(Q′′x,z(t)), log(Q((t, λt)−2(x, z)κ) are polynomials in x, z, of degree
less than 2. Using the above remarks and studying adequate sequences (xn, zn)n≥0 (for example,
with xn −→
n→+∞
+∞, zn remaining in a neighborhood of 0), one can show that the coefficients in




















and C1 ≤ h/8, which is not possible, hence the result. 











[−A2x2 −B2z2 + C1xz + t1x +t2z]×Ψ(t1, t2)dt1dt2 ,
where
Ψ(t1, t1) = E
P(exp(CW0:τ0 )|AW0:τ1 = t1, BW0:τ1 = t2) .
We know the integral over the whole domain is finite (because
∫
C([0,1]) ψ(y0:τ , x, z)λW (dy0:τ ) = 1
and because of Lemma 1.3). Let us define Ψ1 by the formula












2 (when (t1, t2)→
+∞).
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C′1(h, τ) (continuous in (h, τ)) and ǫ > 0 such that for all





(−4M |x− z| − τ (2M +M2)) ≤ Ψ1(t1, t2)
≤ C′1(h, τ) exp
(
4M |x− z|+ τ (2M +M2)) .








































((t1, t2)− 2(x, z)κ)κ−1((t1, t2)T − 2κ(x, z)T )
)
×Ψ1(t1, t2)dt1dt2 .











ϕ(t1, t2)Q′x,z(t1, t2)dt1dt2 ,














1 )ψ(y0:τ , x, z)λW (dy0:τ ) ,
for some Gaussian densityQ′x,z with covariance matrix which does not depend on x, z (see Equation
(4.1)). We then have, a.s. in (t1, t2) (for the Lebesgue measure),
(4.13) Q′x,z(t1, t2) ≤ σ1σ2e4M|x−z|+τ(2M+M
2)Q((t1, t2)− 2(x, z)κ)Ψ1(t1, t2) .
Using the lower bound in the inequality in Lemma 1.3, we get in the same way, a.s. in (t1, t2),
(4.14) Q′x,z(t1, t2) ≥ σ1σ2e−4M|x−z|−τ(2M+M
2)Q((t1, t2)− 2(x, z)κ)Ψ1(t1, t2) .
So, we deduce from Equation (4.14), that there exists ǫ1 > 0 such that, for all (x, z) and for almost
all (t1, t2) in B(2(x, z)κ, ǫ1)
Ψ1(t1, t2) ≤ C′1(τ, h)e4M|x−z|+τ(2M+M
2) ,
for some function C′1(τ, h) of the parameters τ , h (continuous in (h, τ)). One can also see that
Q′x,z reaches it maximum at (x, z)κ′, where κ′ is fixed in M2,2(R) (the set of 2× 2 matrices with
coefficients in R). From Equation (4.13), we get that there exists ǫ2 > 0 such that, for all x, z and
for almost all (t1, t2) in B((x, z)κ
′, ǫ′2),










and so, by continuity,










If κ′ 6= 2κ, we can find a sequence (xn, zn) such that x2n + z2n −→n→+∞ +∞ and










 −|xn − zn| ,
which is not possible. So κ′ = 2κ.
So, we get from Equation (4.13) that there exists ǫ3 > 0 such that for all x, z, and for almost
all (t1, t2) in B(2(x, z)κ, ǫ3),
Ψ1(t1, t2) ≥ e
−4M|x−z|−τ(2M+M2)
C′1(h, τ)
(with, possibly, a new C′1(h, τ)). 
Lemma 4.3. If we have a set A = {y0:τ ∈ C([0; τ ]) : (Ay0:τ1 , By0:τ1 ) ∈ B} for some subset B of R,
then∫
A










(∣∣∣∣ t1p1,1 − p2,1t2p1,1 − 2A2p1,1x







(|t2 − 2B2(p2,1x+ z)| − 4M)2+
}
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× exp (∣∣16M2(1,−1)κ−1(1,−1)T ∣∣+ τ (2M +M2)+ 8M |x− z|) dt1dt2 ,
and∫
A










(∣∣∣∣ t1p1,1 − p2,1t2p1,1 − 2A2p1,1x






(|t2 − 2B2(p2,1x+ z)|+ 4M)2
}
× exp (− ∣∣16M2(1,−1)κ−1(1,−1)T ∣∣− τ (2M +M2)− 8M |x− z|) dt1dt2 .
Proof. We have∫
A






































T − 2κ(x, z)T ]Tκ−1[(t1, t2)T − 2κ(x, z)T ]
)
× C′1(h, τ) exp
(


















(−4M × |(1,−1)κ−1(t1, t2)T | − τ (2M +M2)) dt1dt2 ,













T − 2κ(x, z)T − 8δM(1,−1)T ]Tκ−1[(t1, t2)T − 2κ(x, z)T − 8δM(1,−1)T ]





















P (x, z)T − 8δM(P−1)T (1,−1)T ]
)
× exp(16M2(1,−1)κ−1(1,−1)T + 8δM(x, z)(1,−1)T ) .
From there, we get the result. 
4.2. Truncation. In the following, the parameter∆ > 0 is to be understood as a truncation level.
For k ≥ 0 and ∆ > 0, we set (for all b)
(4.15) Ck+1(∆, b) = {z : |2B2(1 + p2,1)z − b| ≤ ∆}
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(which indeed does not depend on k),






















From Hypothesis 2 and Lemma 2.7, we see that there exists a universal constant C such that
(4.17) |mk −mk−1| ≤
{
C(Mτ2 + V(k−2)τ,kτ +W(k−2)τ,kτ ) if k ≥ 2 ,
|m0|+ C(Mτ2 + V0,2τ +W0,2τ ) if k = 1 .




− 6B2p2,1θ1−ι∆− 4M ,
and


































Hypothesis 3. We suppose that m0 is chosen such that
π0(C0(∆)
∁)  T (∆) ,
for ∆ bigger than some ∆0 > 0. We assume ∆ ≥ ∆0.
We define, for all k ≥ 1, x and x′ in R (recall that ψk is defined in Equation 3.5)
(4.20) ψ∆k (x, x
′) = ψk(x, x′)1Ck(∆)(x
′) ,
(4.21) Dk = |mk −mk−1| ,
























































′)Q(x, dx′) if x ∈ Ck−1(∆) ,
ψ∆k (x, x
′)ξ1(Dk,∆)dx′ if x /∈ Ck−1(∆) .
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k−1 . . . R
∆
1 (π0) for all k ≥ 1 .
The next lemma tells us that the measures πk are concentrated on the compacts Ck(∆).
Lemma 4.4. If
(4.25) θ1−ι∆ > 3|m0|+ 3CMτ2 , d(∆) > 0 ,
then have, for all k ≥ 0,
E(πkτ (Ck(∆)
∁)  T (∆) .
Proof. We suppose k ≥ 1. For a measure µ in M+(R), we define
Q˜µ(dx, dx′) = µ(dx)Q(x, dx′) , ∀x, x′ ∈ R,
(recall Q˜ has been defined as a Markov kernel on R2, so the above is an extension of the definition






















































ψ(y, x, x′)1Ck(∆,By1 )∁(x
′)1Ck−1(2∆)(x)Q˜πk−1(dx, dx
′)λW (dy)











(∣∣∣ t1p1,1− p2,1t2p1,1 −2A2p1,1x
∣∣∣−4M∣∣∣ 1+p2,1p1,1
∣∣∣)2
+ × e− 14B2 (|t2−2B2(p2,1x+x′)|−4M)
2
+
× 1Ck(∆,t2)∁(x′)1Ck−1(2∆)(x)dt1dt2Q˜πk−1(dx, dx′) .
























(x)Q˜πk−1(dx, dx′) ≤ πk−1(Ck−1(2∆)∁) .
For x ∈ Ck−1(2∆), x′ ∈ Ck(∆, t2)∁,
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(4.27) |t2 − 2B2(p2,1x+ x′)|
=




− 2B2p2,1|mk(t2)−mk−1| − 2B2p2,1|mk−1 − x|
≥ ∆
1 + p2,1
− 6B2p2,1θ1−ι∆ , if |mk(t2)−mk−1| ≤ θ1−ι∆ .
So
E(πk(Ck(∆)

















× e− 14B2 (|t2−2B2(p2,1x+x′)|−4M)
2
+dt1dt2Q˜πk−1(dx, dx′) .
We have, for all x ≥ 0,







Vs ≥ x/2) + P(− inf
s∈[0,2τ ]
Vs ≥ x/2)
= 4P(V2τ ≥ x/2)
= 2P(2|V2τ | ≥ x) .
And so, we can bound (for all x)
(4.28) P(V(k−2)+τ,kτ ≥ x) ≤ 2P(2|W2τ | ≥ x) ,
(4.29) P(W(k−2)+τ,kτ ≥ x) ≤ 2P(2|W2τ | ≥ x) .
So (with the constant C defined in Equation (4.17)), using the inequality


















and using Equation (4.17), as θ1−ι∆ ≥ 3|m0|+ 3CMτ2, we get
P(|mk −mk−1| ≥ θ1−ι∆) ≤ 4P
(





























For all x, x′, we have
(4.32)
∫







× e− 14B2 (|t2−2B2(p2,1x+x′)|−4M)
2
+dt1dt2
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Corollary 4.5. We suppose that π′0 ∈ P(R) is such that π0 and π′0 are comparable. We suppose
that (π′t)t≥0 is defined by Equation (1.3). Under the assumption of the previous Lemma, we have,
for all k ≥ 0,
E(π′kτ (Ck(∆)
∁)  T (∆)e2h(π0,π′0) .
Proof. By Equations (3.1), (3.2), we have, for all k,
(4.34) h(π′kτ , πkτ ) ≤ h(π′0, π0) .
So, by Equation (3.3),
E(π′kτ (Ck(∆)
∁) ≤ E(eh(π′0,π0)πkτ (Ck(∆)∁))
 T (∆)eh(π0,π′0) .

The next result tells us that Rk and R
∆
k (k ≥ 1) are close in some sense (recall that πkτ =
Rk(π(k−1)τ ))
Proposition 4.6. We suppose that ∆ satisfies the assumption of the previous Lemma (Equation






(k−1)τ )‖)  T (∆)eh(π0,π
′
0) .
Proof. We define measures on R2:
µ = Q˜π′(k−1)τ ,






















(k−1)τ )‖ = ‖ψk • µ− ψk • µ′‖

































ψ(y0:τ , x, x
′)











Q˜π(k−1)τ (du, du′)ψ(y0:τ , u, u′)
)
λW (dy0:τ )
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(using (4.26), (4.27), (4.32), (4.33) and the fact that Ck−1(∆) ⊂ Ck−1(2∆))








































≤ π′(k−1)τ (Ck−1(∆)∁) .
So, using (4.31) and Corollary 4.5, we get the result. 
5. New formula for the optimal filter
We have reduced the problem to a discrete-time problem. For all n, πnτ is the marginal of a
Feynman-Kac sequence based on the transition Q˜ and the potentials (ψk)k≥1. We wish to apply the
same method as [OR05]. We restrict the state space to the compacts (Ck(∆))k≥0. But, even when
restricted to compacts, Q˜ cannot be mixing, so we cannot apply [OR05] directly. The purpose of
this Section is to find another representation of the sequence (πnτ )n≥0 as a Feynman-Kac sequence,
in such a way that the underlying Markov operators would be mixing, when restricted to compacts.
Looking at Equation (3.6), we see that a Feynman-Kac sequence is a result of the deformation of a
measure on trajectories (we weight the trajectories with potentials (ψk)k≥1). The main idea of the
following is to incorporate the deformations delicately (in two steps), in order to retain something
of the mixing property of the operator Q (which is mixing when restricted to compacts).
In this Section, we work with a fixed observation (Ys)s≥0 = (ys)s≥0.




k in N∗, n in N∗, n ≥ k,


















2n−2 . . . R˜
∆
2k+2(x,R
2) if k ≤ n− 1 ,
1 if k = n ,











′) if k ≤ n− 1 ,
dx′ if k = n− 1 .
These notations come from [DG01]. As Q has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R,
so has S∆2n|2k (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R
2). We write (x, x′) ∈ E2 7→ S∆2n|2k(x, x′)
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for this density. We fix n in N∗ in the rest of this subsection. We define S∆,(p)2n|2k, ψ
∆,(p)
2n|2k, for
0 ≤ k ≤ n, with the same formulas used above to define S∆2n|2k, ψ∆2n|2k, except we replace ψ∆2n by





and, for all k,
ǫk = ǫ(Dk,∆) .
Lemma 5.1. For k ≤ n− 1, S∆2n|2k is a Markov operator and S∆2n|2k is (1− ǫ22k+1)-contracting for
the total variation norm, S
∆,(p)
2n|2k is a Markov operator and S
∆,(p)
2n|2k is (1− ǫ22k+1)-contracting for the
total variation norm
Proof. We write the proof only for the kernels S∆..., it would be very similar for the kernels S
∆,(p)
... .
By Proposition 3.1, S∆2n|2k is a Markov operator. We set, for all k ≥ 1, x1, x2 in R,
λk(dx1, dx2) = 1Ck−1(∆)(x1)1Ck(∆)(x2)ψk(x1, x2)dx1dx2 .
By Lemma 1.2, we have, for all x1, x2, z1, z2 in R, k ≥ 2 (we use here the second line of Equation
(5.1))
(5.4) ξ1(Dk−1,∆)λk(dz1, dz2) ≤ R˜∆k (x1, x2, dz1, dz2) ≤ ξ2(Dk−1,∆)λk(dz1, dz2) .
So R˜∆k is
√
ǫk−1-mixing. So, for all x in R2, all k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 (the convention being












(R˜∆2n . . . R˜
∆
2k+4)(y, dz)ξ2(D2k+1,∆)λ2k+2(dy) ,
and, for x′ in R2,
R˜∆2k+2(x, dx





















This implies that S∆2n|2k is (1 − ǫ22k+1)-contracting for the total variation norm (see Subsection
3.1). One can also use Proposition 3.1 to prove this result. We did it this way because we will
re-use Equations (5.5), (5.6). 
We set Z0 to be of the form Z0 = (0, Z
(2)
0 ), with Z
(2)
0 a random variable. We set (Z2k)0≤k≤n to
be a non-homogeneous Markov chain with kernels S∆2n|0, S
∆
2n|2, . . . , S
∆
2n|2n−2 (for k in {1, 2, . . . , n},





2k its first and second component respectively. Recalling Proposition 3.1 (or
Proposition 3.1, p. 428 in [OR05], or similar results in [DG01]), if the law of Z0 is chosen properly,
then Z
(2)
2n has the same law as X2n knowing Yτ :2τ , . . . , Y(2n−1)τ :2nτ , henceforth the title of this
Subsection.




2k )0≤k≤n to be a non-homogeneous Markov chain with Z
(p)





2n|2 , . . . , S
∆,(p)
2n|2n−2.
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2k+2) for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and U (1)2n+1 =
Z
(2)






2k+2 ) for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1}.
Lemma 5.3. The sequence (U1, U3, . . . , U2n−1, U
(1)









2n−1 ) is a non-homogeneous Markov chain.
If Z
(2)
0 is of law µ, then the law of U1 is given by, for all (z, z
′) in R2,





We write SU2n|2k+1 for the transition kernel between U2k−1 and U2k+1 (for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1)
and SU2n|2n+1 for the transition between U2n−1 and U
(1)
2n+1. We write S
(p)U





2n|2k+1 (for k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1)
Proof. We write the proof only for (U1, U3, . . . , U2n−1, U
(1)





3 , . . . , U
(p)





2 , . . . ,z
(1)
2k in R)















2k−2, ., .) does not depend on z
(1)










































A similar computation can be made for E(ϕ(U
(1)
2n+1)|U1, . . . U2n−1). 
We set, for all k,







































For any k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, the Markov kernel S(p)U2n|2k+1 is is (ǫ22k−1(ǫ′2k)2)-contracting.
Before going into the proof of the above Proposition, we need the following technical results.
We are interested in the bounds appearing in Lemma 4.3. We suppose that t1, t2, x, z in R are
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Lemma 5.5. Suppose that, for some D ≥ 0,
|x− z| ≤ D ,































































(t′2 − 2B2(p2,1 + 1)z)2 −B2p22,1D2 − p2,1D∆
)

Proof of Proposition 5.4. We write the proof in the case k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1} and for SU2n|2k+1 (the
other cases being very similar). Let ϕ be a test function (in C+b (R)). By Remark 5.2, we have that
U
(2)
2k−1 takes its values in C2k−1(∆). We write, for any z
(2)
2k−2 ∈ R, z(1)2k ∈ C2k−1(∆), z ∈ R (like in
the proof of Lemma 5.3)
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From Lemma 1.3, we get, for all z2k such that z
(2)
2k ∈ C2k(∆), using the same kind of computation














































































































1 − 2B2(p2,1 + 1)z(2)2k
)2













































1 − 2B2(p2,1 + 1)x
)2)













































Looking back at (5.9), we get


























































′), .) and S∆2n|2k((z
(1)
2k , z
′), .) do not depend on z(1)2k for any z
′, we get that
SU2n|2k+1 is (1− ǫ22k−1(ǫ′2k)2)-contracting (remember Section 3.1).

5.3. New representation.
Proposition 5.6. Let n ≥ 1. If we suppose that Z(2)0 is of law ψ∆2n|0(0, .) • µ, then, for all test
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If we suppose that Z
(2)
0 is of law ψ
∆,(p)





























Remark 5.7. Recall that we are working with a fixed observation (Ys)s≥0 = (ys)s≥0. The above




n−1 . . . R
∆
1 (µ) can be written as the n-th term of a Feynman-
Kac sequence based on mixing kernels (by Proposition 5.4). We can apply Proposition 3.1 to





n−1 . . . R
∆
k (η) for any k ≤ n, η probability measure on R.
Proof. We write the proof only for Equation (5.10). The computation leading to Equation (5.11)























































































µ(dz0)dz2 . . . dz2n ,
which proves the desired result (recall Equation (3.7)). 
6. Stability results
In this section, the observations are non longer fixed.
6.1. Stability of the truncated filter. We show here that a product of coefficients τ. decays
geometrically in expectation (see the Lemma below). These coefficients are the contraction coef-
ficients of the operators SU. , S
U,(p)
. , which are related to the truncated filter through Proposition
5.6. This is why we say that the result below means the stability of the truncated filter.
We set, for all t in R, k ≥ 1,
τ(t,∆) = 1− (ǫ′(t,∆)ǫ(t,∆))2 ,
τk = 1− (ǫ′kǫk−1)2 .



















We fix L > 0 such that
(6.1) L ≥ 3m0 + 3CMτ2 and α˜(L) ≤ 1
4
.





τ(L,∆)2 + 4α˜(L)(1− τ(L,∆))
2
.
Lemma 6.1. For 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, we have














Proof. We only write the proof of the second Equation above (the proof of the other equation is
very similar). We take L > 0 and we set
θ2k =
{
τ(L,∆) if |m2k −m2k−1| < L and |m2k−1 −m2k−2| < L
1 otherwise.
For all k, we have τ2k ≤ θ2k. For any k ≥ 1, |mk −mk−1| is a function of Y(k−2)+τ :kτ . So, for all
k, θ2k is a function of Y(2k−3)+τ :2kτ We fix k ≥ 0 and we define, for n ≥ 0,
e2n|2k+2 =
{
E(θ2nθ2n−2 . . . θ2k+2|F2kτ ) if k ≤ n− 1 ,
1 otherwise.
We suppose now that n ≥ k + 2. We then have
e2n|2k+2 = E(E(θ2nθ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ )θ2n−4 . . . θ2k+2|F2kτ )
and
E(θ2nθ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ )
= E(θ2n−2(1− 1[0,L)(D2n)1[0,L)(D2n−1)) + τ(L,∆)θ2n−21[0,L)(D2n)1[0,L)(D2n−1)|F(2n−3)τ )
= E(θ2n−2τ(L,∆) + (1− τ(L,∆))θ2n−2(1 − 1[0,L)(D2n)1[0,L)(D2n−1))|F(2n−3)τ )
≤ τ(L,∆)E(θ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ ) + (1− τ(L,∆))[P(|m2n −m2n−1| ≥ L|F(2n−3)τ)
+ P(|m2n−1 −m2n−2| ≥ L|F(2n−3)τ )] .
Using Equation (4.17), we get
E(θ2nθ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ ) ≤ τ(L,∆)E(θ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ )

































(like in Equations (4.28), (4.29))
≤ τ(L,∆)E(θ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ ) + 8(1− τ(L,∆))P
(




≤ τ(L,∆)E(θ2n−2|F(2n−3)τ ) + (1− τ(L,∆))α˜(L) .
The constant ρ is the positive root of the polynomial X2 − τ(L,∆)X − (1− τ(L,∆))α˜(L). So we
have
1 > ρ = τ(L,∆) +
1
ρ
(1− τ(L,∆))α˜(L) ≥ τ(L,∆) + (1− τ(L,∆))α˜(L) .
So, we have
e2n|2k+2 ≤ τ(L,∆)e2n−2|2k+2 + (1− τ(L,∆))α˜(L)e2n−4|2k+2 ≤ ρ× sup(e2n−2|2k+2, e2n−4|2k+2) .
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Suppose now that k is fixed. We have
e2k+2|2k+2 ≤ 1 , e2k+4|2k+2 ≤ 1 .
So, by recurrence,
e2n|2k+2 ≤ ρ(n−k−2) .

























Proof. We write the proof in the case where n and k are even. If k was even and n was odd, we
would have to use the operators S(p)U... . If k was odd, the proof would be very similar but would
require to introduce new and heavy notations.
By Proposition 5.6, Remark 5.7 and Equation (5.7), we have, for all µ in P(R) and all test


































(ψ∆n|k(0, .) • µ)(dz(2)k ) ,
where we integrate over z
(2)
k ∈ R, uk+1, uk+3, . . . , un−1 ∈ R2, u(1)n+1 ∈ R.





2)-mixing for all i in {1, 2, . . . , 1+
(n− k)/2}. We now apply Proposition 3.1 with the SUn|k+2i+1 playing the roles of the Q... and the
ψ∆k+2i−1 playing the roles of the Ψ.... By Equations (3.8), (3.9), we then have, for all µ and µ
′ in




(1− ǫ2k+2i+1(ǫ′k+2i)2)× 2 inf
(
1,







By Equations (5.4), (3.8), (3.9), we have














From which we get the result. 
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6.2. Approximation of the optimal filter by the truncated filter. We recall that “
∆
” is
defined in Definition 2.5.
Proposition 6.3. There exists τ∞ such that, if τ ≥ τ∞, we have
(6.2) sup
n≥0






and, if we suppose that (π′t)t≥0 is defined as in Corollary 4.5, then
(6.3) sup
n≥0






Proof. We write the proof only for Equation (6.2), the proof for Equation (6.3) being very similar.
We have









k (π(k−1)τ ))‖ .

























































































E(‖πkτ −R∆k (π(k−1)τ )‖)
(using Prop. 4.6) 
√
T (∆) .
We look now at the term inf(1, T (∆)(ǫ′k+2)
−4ǫ−8k+1). Using Equations (2.24), (2.29), (2.30),
(2.32) and the remarks below Hypothesis 2, we have, for all k,
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We note that the above expressions are nondecreasing functions of D. From Equation (4.17), we
get, for j = k + 1, k + 2.
(6.12) Dj ≤ C(τ2M + V(k−1)τ,(k+2)τ +W(k−1)τ,(k+2)τ ) .
The variables V(k−1)τ,(k+3)τ andW(k−1)τ,(k+3)τ are independent and can be controlled as in Equa-
tions (4.28), (4.29). So we can bound
∀x ∈ R , P(V(k−1)τ,(k+3)τ +W(k−1)τ,(k+3)τ ≥ x) ≤ 2P(V0,4τ ≥ x
2

















1, T (∆)ǫ(Cτ2M + Cz,∆)−8























































































So there exists τ0, such that, for τ ≥ τ0,






























2π × 16τ dz .
Let us set, for z ≥ 0,

















































The function Φ is increasing. Let us set
z0 = inf{z : Φ(z) ≥ 1} .
We take ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2). We want to show that z0 ≥ ∆τ1−ǫ (at least for ∆ big enough). We look at
















































































and so, for all τ , h, there exists ∆1(τ, h) such that, if ∆ ≥ ∆1(τ, h).
z0 ≥ ∆τ1−ǫ .
































































































The integral above (
∫
R
































From Equations (6.9), (4.18), we get






























































































In the remaining of the proof, we will suppose τ ≥ sup(τ1, . . . , τ4). Looking at Equation (6.4),
we see that we can now bound all the terms on its right-hand side. We have
E(‖πnτ −R∆n (π(n−1)τ )‖)  T (∆) ,














































for ∆ ≥ ∆0(τ) ,
for some constant B̂1, where the bounds come from Equations (6.8), (6.13), (6.15), (6.17), (6.18)
(we also use Lemma 2.6). The constant B̂1 above is universal and ∆0 is continuous in τ . So we
get, for all ∆ ≥ ∆0(τ), using Equation (6.16),













(for some universal constant Ĉ1) from which we get
sup
n≥0






Looking at Equations (6.10), (6.11), we see there exists τ5, such that, for τ > τ5,
sup
n≥0







6.3. Stability of the optimal filter.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose we are under the same assumptions as in Proposition 6.3. Then there
exists ν0 > 0 such that
‖πt − π′t‖ = O(t−ν0 ) ,
when t→ +∞.
Proof. We decompose, for all n,
‖πnτ − π′nτ‖ ≤ ‖πnτ −R
∆













+ ‖R∆n . . . R
∆
1 (π0)− π′nτ‖ .
Let τ∞, ∆0 be the parameters defined in Proposition 6.3. Recall that the operators (Rn)n≥0,
(R∆n )n≥0 depend on τ . Suppose that L is such that (as in Equation (6.1))
L ≥ 3m0 + 3C(2τ∞)2 , α˜(L) ≤ 1
4
.
Then, as in Equation (6.6), we have, for all τ ∈ [τ∞, 2τ∞], for all n ≥ 0,
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We now take a sequence ∆n =
√
ν log(n), for some ν > 0. There exist a constants b1 and an



























































By Proposition 6.3, we know there exists a constants b′1 and a integer n
′
0 such that, for all τ ∈
[τ∞, 2τ∞] and n ≥ n′0,















with ν′′ = b
′
1ν
















which leads to ν′ = 1 − ǫ. We set ν0 = ν′′. For any t ≥ τ∞, if we set n = ⌊t/τ∞⌋, then t = nτ
with τ ∈ [τ∞, 2τ∞], and so :




















Remark 6.5. One could seek to obtain a sharper bound in the above Theorem by choosing another
sequence (∆n)n≥0. Up to some logarithmic terms, the bound would still be a power of t.
The authors would like to thank the following colleagues, whose help was greatly appreciated:
Dan Crisan, François Delarue.
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